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MY MY ` 

 

EFT Script – Fears & Phobias 
Instructions – Fears and phobias are typically spawned by a negative past experience, association, or a teaching. It is 
important to question what you fear because A Course in Miracles teaches that you create what you defend against. This 
means that if you attempt to defend against what you fear, you are very likely to experience that which you are fearful about. 
With this EFT Script, we will acknowledge the fear and where it might have come from, then ask for help by turning it over to 
Higher Consciousness for healing, then direct all thoughts and intentions towards a peaceful, positive experience. You are not 
required to be without fear for the healing to be accomplished. Your part is to have no fearful thoughts that you would keep. 
Go ahead and close your eyes and tune into something you fear. It might be something physical like a person, an animal, 
insect, public speaking, or even death. It might be something emotional, like a fear of the unknown, or being judged, rejected, 
persecuted, abandoned… or something financial, such as loss of income, home, or resources, or perhaps something in the 
future like a fear of war, sickness, lack, or loss. It is helpful to use this script as many times as you need to, until your fear is 
addressed & neutralized. Take a moment to tune into your fear. Give it a rating of intensity from 1 to 10, & repeat after me: 
 

Over the Heart: 
I am aware… that I have this fear… and I have not been able to move beyond it… I am aware… that this fear is impacting  
me in a negative way… I am learning… that I am never alone… My Inner Guide is always with me… eager to help with any 
need… I am willing to address this fear… & turn it over for healing… I want peace instead of this fear… I choose to feel calm 
and safe… and be shown how to have that experience… My goal is peace for myself… my loved ones… and everyone else. 
 

Center of the Chest:  
I am willing… to look directly at my fear… and release every reason I have for keeping it… I ask God for help… in healing  
all the conditions… that have brought this fear about… I want to feel safe, peaceful, and secure at all times… If there is any 
place in my mind… where I have decided against myself… or my own safety or well-being… I choose to see this differently… 
With God, I am always safe and secure… and I have nothing to fear… I will step back… and let Divine Love lead the way. 
 

Top of the Head: 
There are times… when this fear bothers me… and it increases in intensity… During those times... I find it hard to quiet  
my mind… and remind myself that everything will be OK… I am willing… to choose peace…even when I feel worried…  
I am willing… to call upon my Inner Guide… to decide for me… to ensure a peaceful & positive outcome on my behalf. 
 

Eyebrow Point: 
God is the strength in which I trust… My safety does not depend on me… My part is to turn my concerns over… to the 
highest place of wisdom within me… and then let myself be guided… on what to do… and what needs to happen next. 
 

Side of the Eye: 
There are times… when fear takes over… and I end up feeling vulnerable… powerless… and insecure… When this occurs… 
I will forgive myself completely… I choose to remind myself… that in the presence of light… there is no darkness… and no 
harm can ever come to me… I am one with God… safe and secure at all times… My safety is certain…I have nothing to fear. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
I am willing to be wrong about that which I fear…My goal is peace in all respects…I have no interest in focusing on what  
I do not want…I choose to abandon my fearful thoughts…& let them be dissolved in light…It is God’s Will that I am happy  
& that I have everything… I choose to accept His Will for my happiness, my safety, and my peace… I accept nothing else  
& nothing less. 
 

Instructions - Take several long deep cleansing breaths and feel calming sense of peace as you remember that Divine Love 
surrounds you and will always ensure your safety. You may not be aware of this because you might have been trying to solve 
your problem yourself. Now it is time to relax, breathe, and rest peacefully. Your Inner Guide is always on duty, watching out 
for you even while you sleep. Let that calming presence surround you like a warm blanket. The future is safe. There is 
nothing to fear. Take in another deep calming breath and tune into the first time you felt afraid, vulnerable, or intimidated by 
something. Feel God’s calming presence, as you go back as far as you need to go… and repeat these words while you tap: 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when I felt vulnerable or unsafe… and I didn’t know what to do… or how to fix it… In that moment…  
I might have decided against myself… I might have decided that I was alone… and there was nothing that could help me…  
I did the best I knew how at the time… As I go forward… my Inner Guide is always with me… ready to assist in every 
moment… ensuring I am safe, loved, protected, and secure… I will always be guided… on what to do… and what needs  
to happen next. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
Thank You, God… for replacing my fear… with the calming presence of Your Eternal Love… I place my future in Your  
Loving Hands… to ensure the highest, happiest, and most enjoyable outcome… I release the past… along with every fear 
and false image of myself… I have carried this long enough…I choose the freedom that is Your Will… and the happiness  
that is my right. 
 
 

Instructions - Take in a long deep breath & feel the deep sense of safety, as you remind yourself that you are ONE with God.  

 


